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"Intriguing . . . [filled with] new ideas about overarching intellectual themes that govern our technologies and our society."
    ”Nikil Jayant, Eminent Scholar, Georgia Research Alliance
    "Dr. Ahamed is correct in observing that 'silicon and glass have altered the rhythm of mind' and that computers need to be more 'human.'"
    ”Bishnu S. Atal, Member, National Academy of Engineering    

    This book combines philosophical, societal, and artificial intelligence concepts with those of computer science and information technology to demonstrate novel ways in which computers can simplify data mining on the Internet. It describes numerous innovative methods that go well beyond information retrieval to allow computers to accomplish such tasks as processing, classifying, prioritizing, and reconstituting knowledge.    

    The book is divided into five parts:      

	
        New knowledge sensing and filtering environments      

    
	
        Concept building and wisdom machines      

    
	
        General structure and theory of knowledge      

    
	
        Verb functions and noun objects      

    
	
        Humanistic and semi-human systems      

    


    This book offers new mathematical methodologies and concrete HW/SW/FW configurations for the IT specialist to help their corporations explore, exploit, compete, and win global market share.
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The Complete Idiot's Guide to Creating a WebsiteAlpha, 2008
The essential guide for getting the internet traffic every smallbusiness owner needs. CD included.

 Today’s small-business websites require advanced features that visitors expect: streaming video and audio; e-commerce; custom surveys, forms, and polls; and discussion groups. This book covers all the basics of...
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C Compilers for ASIPs: Automatic Compiler Generation with LISASpringer, 2009
This book presents a novel approach for Architecture Description Language (ADL)-based instruction-set description that enables the automatic retargeting of the complete software toolkit from a single ADL processor model. This allows a high speedup in compiler generation and contributes to a more efficient ASIP design flow. Coverage includes a...
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CCNA ICND Exam Certification Guide (CCNA Self-Study, 640-811, 640-801), Fourth EditionCisco Press, 2003
This Study Guide is an introduction to the Cisco Certified Security Professional (CCSP) certification
track. It will help improve your Cisco security skills so that you can have more
opportunities for a better job or job security. Security experience has been the buzzword and
it will continue to be because networks need security....
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Beginner's Guide to Create Models in 3ds Max 2016CreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform, 2015

	The Beginner’s Guide to Create Models in 3ds Max® 2016 offers a hands-on exercises based strategy for all those digital artists who have just started working on the 3ds Max [no experience needed] and interested in learning modeling in 3ds Max. This brilliant guide takes you step-by-step through the whole process of modeling. From...
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HTML & XHTML DeMYSTiFieDMcGraw-Hill, 2010

	Congratulations! Your purchase of this book shows that you are a highly motivated student. You want as much out of your HTML class as possible. This book will help you to become the best HTML developer possible.


	Hard stuff made easy! Your practical, self-paced guide to HTML and XHTML
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The First-Time ManagerAMACOM, 2012

	It is shortlisted for the Chartered Management Institute's Management Book of the Year award 2012. What's a rookie manager to do? Faced with new responsibilities, and in need of quick, dependable guidance, novice managers can't afford to learn by trial and error. The "First-Time Manager" is the answer, dispensing the...
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